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On today's podcast episode, we discuss the reasons that the AI train might already be slowing

down, how to get rid of AI 'hallucinations', and where the AI boom is taking us. Tune in to the

discussion with host Marcus Johnson and our analysts Jacob Bourne and Yory Wurmser.

Subscribe to the “Behind the Numbers” podcast on Apple Podcasts, Spotify, Pandora,

Stitcher, YouTube, Podbean or wherever you listen to podcasts. Follow us on Instagram

https://podcasts.apple.com/us/podcast/behind-the-numbers-an-emarketer-podcast/id1113097936
https://open.spotify.com/show/7C9j1qi6NI4Uct9gWfFdxk?si=31c6ee3a5e0a4b7f
https://pandora.app.link/eqLsEa15dJb
https://youtube.com/@emarketerinc
https://www.instagram.com/insiderintelligence/
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Episode Transcript:

Marcus Johnson (00:00):

Partner with eMarketer on data-driven marketing materials. Our custom reports give

eMarketer Media Solutions clients the opportunity to generate new category insights through

original surveys and analysis. Visit emarketer.com/advertise to learn more.

https://www.rev.com/transcript-editor/shared/DEna25MkxPVN7lOcgadh4D6AG_vWmEoHPYP7anK5mw4V8TKmoRHkfoiS89nuVomGOvD1tjEizXSfdVtDxgTiMcOLkYA?loadFrom=DocumentDeeplink&ts=0.6899999
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Yory Wurmser (00:16):

And those should be cheaper to run as well and have more direct impact. I think the problem is

that it's hard to see how to apply these large models either in a cost-e�ective way or in a way

that significantly increases productivity yet, but I think we're moving towards that and we're

not super far away from that.

Marcus Johnson (00:39):

Hey gang, it's Monday, July the 50th. Yory, Jabob, and listeners, welcome to the Behind the

Numbers Daily, an eMarketer podcast. I'm Marcus. Today, I'm joined by two folks. Let's start

with Yory Wurmser. He is one of our principal analysts covering everything, advertising, media

and technology based in New Jersey.

Yory Wurmser (00:58):

Hey Marcus, how are you?

Marcus Johnson (01:00):

Hey fella. Very good. How are we doing?

Yory Wurmser (01:01):

I'm doing great.

Marcus Johnson (01:02):

Very nice. We're also joined by one of our technology analysts. He is based in California and

we call him Jacob Bourne.

Jacob Bourne (01:11):

Hey Marcus, thanks for having me this morning.

Marcus Johnson (01:13):

Yes sir. Thank you for being here. Today's fact is where we start. The least common job in

America according to the Bureau of Labor statistics, you'd think podcast host, you probably

wouldn't actually. Everyone's doing it. Everyone's doing it. Any guesses on the least common

job? They've got a top 10 here. These are jobs with basically a thousand people doing them or

https://www.rev.com/transcript-editor/shared/4UbNOJTaS725qTJmoKMVfARcMFvFZQ8SJDKRqTLqzFhRY9yAznEEp1z2WDET_MFuVsuSWkYqhF3qwgpio5iOno7Vi9M?loadFrom=DocumentDeeplink&ts=16.889999
https://www.rev.com/transcript-editor/shared/ZrdF1zhO0vlcwHD-6Ry2_GXd-I3N4qgroG6I0mr-Fs18dOFKdz01HzTiZJP1zoi2Xrhq9yEBpEyIHaXP5FkstUp7CwI?loadFrom=DocumentDeeplink&ts=39.12
https://www.rev.com/transcript-editor/shared/4Hfwr08yuA-c3HFaF4lHWl_bHBoBXpUC4oYhyRn2P_GzH0pnDEAs3aukWEv-hrHsdBz8yD5R982yFOYb01vpZvFzkuk?loadFrom=DocumentDeeplink&ts=58.98
https://www.rev.com/transcript-editor/shared/20N_pojNN60n98D7jk5sXaFWUs98p6K-OLcbFLaLLLzTJvMbYfERdD0HukjYf1tUfNOM1bRXF5KIUFh8ZaUSYbmf_kU?loadFrom=DocumentDeeplink&ts=60.24
https://www.rev.com/transcript-editor/shared/noRp_HTcpVO-l3oWxmjfcufFVYl6TClXgCMeUo4VdvPwZ-quLm-kUpXsBlFhUDgft53HyL_W9BaZOy9MGc-2NSbw3Vc?loadFrom=DocumentDeeplink&ts=61.8
https://www.rev.com/transcript-editor/shared/IrFZzSxBox2MSu50k78bqKQ8hQtsKi7flC1iGNee-Bjyj7_EXdNbW3ImZHlLq04lseH9O98PHOuk4Ega1FRtBvX_YEo?loadFrom=DocumentDeeplink&ts=62.94
https://www.rev.com/transcript-editor/shared/MrKArQVzMrDh9xRvjkslRWjGriCMxHvMJLKl_X73Kum3bf9BW3HW2JeWBZrDlNWXfydmn5wkTaXBwD6kSKndWkFsCxw?loadFrom=DocumentDeeplink&ts=71.58
https://www.rev.com/transcript-editor/shared/U5Mj2MzM2qUjSjI2R8oetX0HjuXSaUUZOo4trUagwVVR2cyCliZ62phefVF2ChJk6OmHU_Xvo0KPi7m0mzzYrEbPsIA?loadFrom=DocumentDeeplink&ts=73.26
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less in the whole country. Average salaries, most of them about 52,000. I wouldn't have

guessed any of these.

Jacob Bourne (01:47):

A full-service gas station attendant?

Marcus Johnson (01:49):

Full-service?

Jacob Bourne (01:50):

Yeah.

Marcus Johnson (01:51):

Oh, is this where you pull up and they come out?

Jacob Bourne (01:53):

Yeah. And there's a couple states where it's still, I guess mandatory or something.

Marcus Johnson (01:59):

Jersey right?

Yory Wurmser (02:00):

I think New Jersey is the only one. I think Oregon was also, but I think they're getting rid of it.

Marcus Johnson (02:04):

That's a fun game to try to get out before they get there and do it yourself. Do they fight you

for it? Am I like, "I'm going to pump it myself," and they're trying to snatch the nozzle from my

hand? What happens if you just do it yourself?

Yory Wurmser (02:17):

You know, I've never tried it.

Marcus Johnson (02:20):

https://www.rev.com/transcript-editor/shared/Ay1XMHrNhkV9TGZ18UrAg-zoZ3Y6CzZKOE8zsVW6qxWcwnj1y01ueiveZbEW7jNnW9CybinttcPZWNtQFVWMHQCExOc?loadFrom=DocumentDeeplink&ts=107.34
https://www.rev.com/transcript-editor/shared/-F_fXqZzWnJVphj85GF-6HjUut5XD7M3NRZLYAsEmWBovGhQtIEyVCsG9zLcKLD8FrO5ID0WvfKEPeaWll8IuzahDew?loadFrom=DocumentDeeplink&ts=109.59
https://www.rev.com/transcript-editor/shared/LgFwf3OHFzjpY6cNhryWfgTeVcfPujKQyeu4V_JEqYnTnb7Z5Gp4Zax7IYKIXNR7EcaCZionSECdoRPd_-RZ9dxgC14?loadFrom=DocumentDeeplink&ts=110.73
https://www.rev.com/transcript-editor/shared/T4DLcjYPY5BDw8sICyr4OdZQs2xPNg9pJSwMx5xfmoJ12JqwY7E1nN369Ou0SthcDxXMLQU86Q43afmm-21sJRbPklU?loadFrom=DocumentDeeplink&ts=111.12
https://www.rev.com/transcript-editor/shared/McGBcEW0N_oypsh2L2MZ2lM1yanNTSuFWemSBqcsTWkEaJthieIItG7nFDEjkJInsEDetOB1CciR07YGrP-vzDJERUs?loadFrom=DocumentDeeplink&ts=113.37
https://www.rev.com/transcript-editor/shared/FUWb20hRyNptWgI7sm53biPQyBxuTts0jYfNmMYcHSdTcThJvC3TMEQBEoXdsx604Arkrp7dIdAijlIXQUpXFLH71kk?loadFrom=DocumentDeeplink&ts=119.219999
https://www.rev.com/transcript-editor/shared/4mjN_-y2FGDw-82hLIMSiUjsCGcqnPyzgIxh_HqB1WNR69Th3R3cVjtyOHISImTORsivsFypNxhqVwVvjmdHQJQ1CJQ?loadFrom=DocumentDeeplink&ts=120.84
https://www.rev.com/transcript-editor/shared/gmI6tib-N_xs9yBU7RSclFtkRdyHFMwf31WHKkV4-8AaBbglzSr_ClYOkCnkJ2daFy7QdlyItjyuQdOoTI1WdvRF-vo?loadFrom=DocumentDeeplink&ts=124.35
https://www.rev.com/transcript-editor/shared/Rl16rWoDfJuVp6ATyc-tvD45sRIvPM0rtMSTKhQ1gcLdqkkimOpW2cL3wHRnwj1hSWpuelkCTuKtUJeXqvAvocWkax0?loadFrom=DocumentDeeplink&ts=137.34
https://www.rev.com/transcript-editor/shared/vn8OeY3ClmW2ZzaDSN9ya88Ir0Hbrzjl927_DEYCxYdAjGuWNnMgM2Gs5Z1GLmnh2gdDb4FTdGGsp_aNYzYkUeXdUiI?loadFrom=DocumentDeeplink&ts=140.16
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Yory, report back. No, don't. You'll probably go to jail. So the top one, wood pattern makers,

people making patterns out of wood, 260 in the whole country.

Jacob Bourne (02:36):

I think it would be more than that.

Marcus Johnson (02:37):

Yeah. Then you've got clock and time precision technicians, 400. Farm labor contractors, 460.

Anyway, today's real topic. Where is the AI train taking us? So for this episode, there are a

couple of articles we were looking at, looking at where AI is taking us and how it's taking us

there. The first one we wanted to talk about was a piece by Christopher Mims questioning

whether the AI revolution is already losing steam.

(03:11):

He thinks so. Mr. Mims of the journal writing in a recent article that things look good in the

headlines, in video reporting, eye-popping revenue. Elon Musk announcing human level AI is

coming next year and big tech buying AI-powered chips like there's no tomorrow. It seems

like the AI hype train is just leaving the station and we should all hop aboard. However, he

argues that significant disappointment may be on the horizon, both in terms of what AI can do

and the returns it will generate for investors because AI improvement is slowing and there are

fewer applications for AI than originally imagined, but Jacob, we'll start with you. What do you

make of this theory that the AI train is already losing steam?

Jacob Bourne (03:51):

Yeah, I don't really think it is actually. I mean, I think what we're seeing is the consequences of

overhyping the technology. The AI revolution was never going to happen overnight or in a

couple of years. It's going to take longer to play out. And if you consider that Google

invented the transformer, which underpins current generative AI models in 2017, well,

ChatGPT didn't launch until 2022. That's a five-year gap and we had a pandemic during that

time.

(04:20):

So I think that's more the pace that we're going to see. I think progress takes time and we're

going to see other AI breakthroughs, but it's not necessarily going to happen this year. And if

https://www.rev.com/transcript-editor/shared/gExRd3U1Xlwz3RRkSsvCIhNovtx6lzfuqyQccNIVEheTTqiyZG35BVqJrUuV6_Jo2KWk4Aw9SY95A8HGQDJk6eGGh-s?loadFrom=DocumentDeeplink&ts=156.36
https://www.rev.com/transcript-editor/shared/n9rK23kivYr_NQ-HNGK-A6hqxVyTFNCwpbavGit1JG8_YsTwrELtjrGLei_raytZ0fU-o6eS3itgob2EBMSXpZXNwIg?loadFrom=DocumentDeeplink&ts=157.38
https://www.rev.com/transcript-editor/shared/1j3Dnn3Nhb50TSkZ0rxfFnpVqE8etiSO1UOgVLr-tXXcmWX8CMt7_e3qO71vrIY1q4TLDXiZy5p9asXyb-YyfJPAN6E?loadFrom=DocumentDeeplink&ts=191.219999
https://www.rev.com/transcript-editor/shared/6TqkUj9tmsM_8cSnocVcVFnGUuEtz8AyEuy0Gw5NjLUYnTZLxzgLBpMfuyuy22PQIaCS_bafJyHNt71aE620Crqm0ic?loadFrom=DocumentDeeplink&ts=231.99
https://www.rev.com/transcript-editor/shared/JTZlwN1Afz0R3ecKdsMAZYdoaeyXGnw0H_IsmlKiEGwF8TeqJ-0AGgBJcmnzmRhftPHoJ-K2dAgSj2N_114FOPluKDA?loadFrom=DocumentDeeplink&ts=260.849999
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it doesn't happen this year, I don't think it means it's losing steam. It's just not a linear process.

And I think in terms of the tech industry spending 50 billion on NVIDIA's chips while in 2023

while only getting 3 billion in revenue, I don't think they expected to make up those costs that

year. I mean, they're playing the long game. They want to beat each other to developing

artificial intelligence and it's just capital expenditures that they need to spend in order to get

there eventually. But yeah, this is not an overnight revolution.

Marcus Johnson (05:01):

Yeah, that's quite a capital estimate that you just mentioned, is an interesting one, 50 billion

into NVIDIA chips and gen AI startups only making 3 billion. That's a kind of similarly

disproportionate ratio as OpenAI's revenue versus valuation because it doesn't disclose

revenue, but the Financial Times in December was saying it's probably making about 2 billion.

It wants to try to double that in a few years, but that's a far cry from its valuation, which is

closer to 90 billion. So that is how things typically start. Mr. Mims was saying though, what

really matters for the long-term health of the industry is how much it costs to run AIs saying,

"Costs of running popular services that rely on gen AI far exceed the already eye watering

cost of training it." So is that more of a concern here is that we haven't even got to the big

expenditures because the one thing to train it is another thing to pay money to run these

systems?

Yory Wurmser (05:53):

So I think there are a couple of things there. I mean, first of all, I think I agree overall with

Jacob that it was overhyped and I think it's not meeting that extraordinary hype, but the

promise is still really strong. I think the costs, some of the innovations that we're seeing in the

past half year or so are going to address that cost issue. The on device models, so models

that work on your phone or on smaller servers because they're smaller but still pretty

powerful, I think that's going to make a big di�erence in terms of cost. And a lot of the hype

was around these giant models, but I think we might get some more specialized models for

industries to have very specific purposes and those should be cheaper to run as well and have

more direct impact. I think the problem is that it's hard to see how to apply these large models

either in a cost-e�ective way or in a way that significantly increases productivity yet. But I

think we're moving towards that and we're not super far away from that.

Jacob Bourne (06:49):

https://www.rev.com/transcript-editor/shared/oR6MzFZzRoQUuLdh6Y54cDBwBZUyYVaSoUXAHcySyBjjiOkCOQxeYz95_Bt3cB9g3yyzAXemTsQKpPjk1-WILc8Oq38?loadFrom=DocumentDeeplink&ts=301.679999
https://www.rev.com/transcript-editor/shared/shTNj2rcziDwTBezuQiP49ioQSuWyWQwDDJM5KKBVbk6ENNxvXbAYHrM5pKEA4_EQfN_Vgau-_uBrw4avmUOJYCy_Lk?loadFrom=DocumentDeeplink&ts=353.429999
https://www.rev.com/transcript-editor/shared/-QIE9N3bEv_5S1sWOQdpiBF5y8EykW_ndtyC5On-jsIsm68EaXcmEajKvgSUBHm7geo0AsukeJUpG9_SNo__mCMMP2o?loadFrom=DocumentDeeplink&ts=409.739999
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Yeah. And I think along those same lines, in addition to the smaller models, I think we're going

to see more e�cient chips be developed too, so powerful e�cient chips that can run bigger

models but for more cheaply. So I think that's the other thing that... other kind of innovation

that's going to make a big di�erence.

Marcus Johnson (07:08):

One of the points in this piece from Mr. Mims was that others are catching up with OpenAI and

that that's a sign of the industry slowing down. He was saying, "Further evidence of the

slowdown in improvement of AIs can be found in research showing that the gap between the

performance of various AI models is closing Meta, Mistral," which is a French company in AI,

logging similar scores on tests of their abilities saying a mature technology is one where

everyone knows how to build it. My first question is are they? Do you feel like these

companies are catching up with the leader, with OpenAI? And then second part to that is what

will the development trajectory look like? Is it going to be kind of step changes every time the

leader releases a new model? Are we going to see breakthrough spikes? What is the kind of

growth of AI look like in terms of companies each trying... like in a horse race each trying to

pull ahead?

Jacob Bourne (08:03):

Yeah, I don't know if that argument is really airtight in terms of showing that things are

slowing. I mean, there's not really that many companies that are rivaling OpenAI first of all. I

mean, Meta is a long time AI developer, so it's not like when OpenAI released ChatGPT that

Meta started building AI models. They had been doing this for many years. Same thing with

Google. Anthropic was founded by someone who worked for OpenAI. So I think that these

companies are just... they have a similar set of resources and knowledge base as OpenAI and

they have models that are competitive and it hasn't taken that long for them to catch up with

OpenAI. But really there's not like that many companies I think that are really close rivals at

this point.

Yory Wurmser (08:50):

I mean, I think it's a valid point that some of these models are getting fairly comparable and it

might lead to a commoditization of these AI models or at least some applications. So in terms

of the market value of some of these companies, I think that is a little trickier and more

debatable whether to hold onto that market value. But in terms of the applications and

https://www.rev.com/transcript-editor/shared/MxrrUqyIwxrXtnN_J-yM6eySM11FCFEj2VIV52j85UhVltEaoHfIfKdtvPRsJgKbYutUQs7VJ79o363M6JE9IT5hiqs?loadFrom=DocumentDeeplink&ts=428.2199989
https://www.rev.com/transcript-editor/shared/ZQp_DD_sezxJXJZNv4o-95SAezKm3YJglKRgUofqObEBUlU4gV49Lzfzk_qqLe8R3K3Y4WpPFKXM9Dtzp_Vqi8cMdfs?loadFrom=DocumentDeeplink&ts=483.12
https://www.rev.com/transcript-editor/shared/4G59SCRzF4mBN4ZvN7GdStiUyT9fJAcgzg3v4Ol9HKGwg-XqIVY9qrf6DBSaM5FNcIE1XecInZnwG0xCXCG_IXsRmfc?loadFrom=DocumentDeeplink&ts=530.61
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whether that means the development trajectory is slowing down, I don't think that those are

the same thing. And I think the development trajectory is slowing down, but for di�erent

reasons than it's becoming commoditized.

Marcus Johnson (09:24):

Mm-hmm. The one area it might be slowing down is maybe on the consumer side. And by that

I mean gen AI user growth according to our estimates is already losing steam. So maybe

that's part of this. We estimate 29% of Americans already use generative AI, that will grow to

34% next year and 37% the year after that. Folks using it for work, one-third of gen AI users

will use it for work climbing to half by 2026, but that's still 17% of the whole population using

gen AI for work in two years time. So those numbers aren't earth-shattering and they are

starting to slow. But also 29% of the population this year using gen AI, there's 100 million

people. So there's still a lot of folks.

Yory Wurmser (10:08):

No, but those numbers and Jacob knows these numbers better than I do, they exclude things

where generative AI is being used in the background, search or your photo application on

your phone, things like that, Snapchat with generating 3D images. There's a ton of use of

generative AI where consumers aren't going in and saying, "Okay, ChatGPT, give me an

answer." So it's becoming more pervasive without it being on the forefront of consumers'

recognition that it's becoming pervasive.

Marcus Johnson (10:45):

Mm-hmm.

Jacob Bourne (10:45):

Yeah. And I agree and I think that's the direction we're headed in. Really it's just more deeper

integration where you're using it and you're not even thinking about it. So it's not that it's

losing steam or significance, it's just that it's not at the forefront of everybody's minds

because it's faded in the background.

Marcus Johnson (11:02):

One of the thing that is at the forefront of everyone's minds, oh, it does come up quite a lot,

are hallucinations where you ask a question to a generative AI model, it doesn't know the

https://www.rev.com/transcript-editor/shared/AQsyEZ0DZoa_xBAMIc_j6gmbChdwyqEYLXdVuHOl5R1lC07BmscRQOm0nJzalzi_ZayGt6F5mjyo8Mit2rotzGTvk7Q?loadFrom=DocumentDeeplink&ts=564.54
https://www.rev.com/transcript-editor/shared/9HNyYRj9P1FkCD_ueG2hBhG-UymOx-B0G92jsythjoTHftSNc8nZdgAqqsDAV8f4ObZo_Mb073qyiDmSuXu2yP6uKBA?loadFrom=DocumentDeeplink&ts=608.91
https://www.rev.com/transcript-editor/shared/dNMr66yvCYMtjMgLozkHGGQZcs3sKEfh7ghD6VUagaXinuB9m4YCxlQ2kZCLVvi0hXk4jGnpfOzlM2LZs226z2zc9_Q?loadFrom=DocumentDeeplink&ts=645
https://www.rev.com/transcript-editor/shared/MaikXIKQlevFWwvjMxZWVDnsX62Wb9jZ8b-MHLh3Hx-R6-yLCzy5lcYWaA8ok-NA-jI5ZwfieE3f9oELfTDTpuHu7hE?loadFrom=DocumentDeeplink&ts=645.27
https://www.rev.com/transcript-editor/shared/IAXQVRaoW983v21UKzMCymTG5TBV6lztkUeJRRG0DejgDoRSDKwGzFvACEm944AXaGhIsY8o0mOOs9WsRpOgMHGHyyI?loadFrom=DocumentDeeplink&ts=662.759999
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answer and so it just spits anything back at you, which ends up being an incorrect answer. And

Kelsey Piper of Vox wrote a piece titled Where AI Predictions Go Wrong. She was writing that

there is one school of thought on large language models, LLMs like ChatGPT, that as we run

larger and larger training runs and learn more about how to fine tune and prompt them, their

notorious errors which are hallucinations will largely go away. However, Yann LeCun,

Facebook's head of AI research, and Gary Marcus, an NYU professor disagree, arguing that

some of the flaws in LLMs, the di�culty with logical reasoning tasks are not vanishing with

scale. They expect diminishing returns scale in the future and say, we probably won't get to

fully AGI, artificial general intelligence, reasoning like a person by just doubling down on our

current methods with billions more dollars. Yory, what'd you make of this debate?

Yory Wurmser (12:05):

I'd probably come down more on the side of Yann LeCun and the people who are skeptical

about how close we are to AGI. I think that these models are going to get better and better at

interpreting and limiting hallucinations. But in terms of full reasoning, I'm not sure there's a

linear pathway from larger data sets to the human reasoning. I think there's a lot more going

on in human reasoning like planning and things like that which aren't really accounted for in the

current type of models we're talking about. So I think that the leap to AGI is probably a little

further away than a lot of people think. But at the same time, I think the hallucinations are

going to reduce substantially as these models get better, not necessarily bigger but better.

Jacob Bourne (12:46):

Yeah. Yeah, I mean I agree with Yann LeCun as well, and I think his point about that the future

of AGI is probably not LLMs period might be accurate. I mean, LLMs get a lot of the focus

because that's what ChatGPT is, but there are other types of advanced neural networks being

developed and we might see breakthroughs happen there. We also might see breakthroughs

happen with just the linking up together of several models that had di�erent strengths

working in tandem to try and correct some of these hallucinations or just have more powerful

reasoning abilities.

Marcus Johnson (13:22):

Mm-hmm. See, on that note, thinking about the future and what we can expect from this

technology, there was a piece from Josh Mitchell of The Wall Street Journal titled, Where is

the AI Boom Taking Us, he was citing Aidan Gomez chief executive of AI enterprise platform,

https://www.rev.com/transcript-editor/shared/j0Ai2erW9KaHdCiIzLH4JJpPhC7Q2PRbyfHOClHulgxuL1gB5eExWhPwvxCy2CKPptAuqVTwkrZxXGJnkCOrNSdSieQ?loadFrom=DocumentDeeplink&ts=725.16
https://www.rev.com/transcript-editor/shared/FIs2ci_TAbyFEgk4wkmRarxLVAaiufw1NM8T4kUi0_GgTP8fjx735jR0RJ89vZvzPgJNSi-pyWqBF0JkYMkRn3x-pJs?loadFrom=DocumentDeeplink&ts=766.86
https://www.rev.com/transcript-editor/shared/idULIv55NiV6YCTJ002LtJDtFciHhPzVWLdg5en2NWnVid7HpkblQxOgSeEcBRIVwV-efyQe70WGIHo13IrCfjFvdCE?loadFrom=DocumentDeeplink&ts=802.41
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Cohere, who says, "AI will do everything from choose your shampoo to half the hours that

doctors spend transcribing notes," saying it will also ultimately boost living standards, but

could be used for nefarious purposes like swaying an election. So it's capable of a lot, it seems

good and bad, but Jacob, I'll start with you. What do you is something that you are paying

close attention to when it comes to where the AI boom is taking us and what it can do for

humans?

Jacob Bourne (14:09):

Well, kind of reiterate what I had said before, I think where we're going mostly is deeper

integration. We're going to see it more in social media, smartphones, search engines, AR/VR

devices, e-commerce, everything. New Apple Intelligence I think is a great recent example of

integration. So many people use Apple devices, now they're going to have generative AI

operating in the background without thinking about it.

(14:32):

But I think in terms of where we're headed, it really depends mostly on decisions that people

make around AI. And of course, like you just said, people make di�erent decisions. Some

people want to use it for nefarious purposes, others want to really get this higher level

business productivity from it, others want to use it to fight disease and climate change. So I

think it's really... I think we're headed to all those places and I think that's partly why we need

some sensible regulation to kind of steer the ship, not so much that stifles innovation, but so

that we don't have some of these very negative unintended consequences. And some of those

consequences could be mass job losses, but so other people say that no, actually people are

going to get pay raises due to being more productive at work using generative AI.

(15:16):

But I don't think anyone really has definitive answers for some of these questions. And that's

why I think if we are seeing a little bit of a slowdown, it might not be a bad thing so that we

can kind of get prepared as a society for some of these outcomes.

Marcus Johnson (15:29):

It does... I mean, it's such a hard question to answer and Ms. Piper of Vox, Yory, was saying it is

hard to know the limits on what they'll be able to do being AI, LLMs before we've seen them.

Equally, it's hard to confidently declare what capabilities they'll have. So part of the problem is
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in two years time, we just don't know what's going to be possible. And so it's hard to predict

what's going to happen in two years time because you don't know what you're going to be

working with in two years time to build the future in two years after that.

Yory Wurmser (16:01):

Yeah, I mean someone in one of those articles that you mentioned add the analogy that we're

trying to regulate spaceflight before we've built a rocket, and I think that's true. That's

another way of saying what you just said. We don't know exactly the shape they'll be, but I

think it's what Aidan Gomez says is completely accurate that first of all, that agents, AI agents,

agentic AI is coming. But there's huge dangers also in terms of bots on social media platforms

and in media, bots to mimic politicians, celebrities, individuals. I mean, there are all types of

nightmarish scenarios that can come out of AI, all types of criminal security type of dangers.

So the dangers are real. Regulation is going to be important. The exact shape of it is still to be

determined though.

Marcus Johnson (16:50):

Mm-hmm. That's where we'll leave it for today. Thank you so much to my guests for hanging

out with me today. As always, thank you to Jacob.

Jacob Bourne (16:56):

Been a pleasure, Marcus.

Marcus Johnson (16:57):

Yes, sir. Thank you to Yory.

Yory Wurmser (16:58):

Yeah, been great. Thanks.

Marcus Johnson (17:00):

Yes, indeed. Thanks to Victoria who edits the show, Stuart who runs the team, Sophie who

does our social media, Lance for helping to produce this episode. And thanks to everyone for

listening into the Behind the Numbers Daily, an eMarketer podcast. You can hang out with Rob

Rubin tomorrow. He's the host of the Banking and Payment Show where he'll be speaking with

Lauren Ashcraft and Jasmine Emberg, all about social media and banking. And then all of
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these ones have less than a thousand, furnace and kiln repair technicians. I can't say this word,

prosthodontists. If your tooth falls out of your mouth, they'll drill it back in. Wood model

makers, private cooks-

Jacob Bourne (17:39):

I'm not sure about this data here, Marcus. A furnace repair technician really?

Marcus Johnson (17:43):

Yeah, just 500 of them. This is the Bureau of Labor statistics.

Jacob Bourne (17:47):

I don't know about this.

Marcus Johnson (17:49):

Me neither.

Yory Wurmser (17:49):

I had a great uncle who is a harp mover. That was his profession. He moved harps.

Jacob Bourne (17:54):

And apparently there's more than a thousand people [inaudible 00:17:58].

Marcus Johnson (17:58):

I know. Yeah. That does sound fun.

Yory Wurmser (17:59):

Doesn't make the top 10, I guess, right?

Marcus Johnson (18:01):

No, no. Industrial psychologists and pediatric surgeons is the last one. 1200 of them in the

whole country. That's not enough. But there are more harp movers. You'll be glad to know.
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